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Why doesn't this man have his camera? He once had a camera, as a matter of fact he once had a lot of equipment. Some of the other equipment that I am talking about is a stereo. You may have heard it if you came walking to the Resident Parking Lot, or maybe coming down the Keith-Canfield Drive. But, there was no stereo blast outs, or picture taking during January, February and the first half of March. Allow me to tell you the whole story...

It all started one Tuesday night during finals last semester. I had gone to the all night study room to study for two finals on Wednesday morning. I came back to my room on Wednesday afternoon to find my room was totally ransacked. Books overturned, clothes torn, drawers overturned and broken glass all over the floor. A total of $2,747.34 was ripped off. I must admit that it was a very hard job to pull off, the culprits had to drive right up Keith-Canfield Drive. They did not have to cut the chain since it was already down (the end of the semester when it is the easiest time to rip off someone). I guess that Security thought that lightning doesn't strike twice in the same place, you see a car was stolen out of our Maxi Lot the night before. Anyway, after that they had to card my door, (it takes about 15 seconds, slower than most), remove all the equipment, load it into their car, and drive right out.

I had been complaining about my door being so easily broken into to Buildings and Grounds for over a year, and then the above incident occurred. They never did get around to fixing my door, but they should have taken a lesson learned by Security about lightning. It was May 14th, 1976, and it happened again, this time I was lucky since they only took about $1,600 this time.

I hope that you now understand why I do not have my camera, and why you will not hear my new stereo, (that is if my insurance company can possibly see getting ripped off twice in less than 6 months), come this September.

Yours,

The Once Happy Picture Taker.
dingo
BRIGADE
The boot that's styled right for the times!

ACME THE WORLD'S LARGEST BOOTMAKER

For the store nearest you, write: Acme Boot Co., Inc., Dept. AR1, Clarksville, Tenn. 37040. A subsidiary of Northwest Industries, Inc.